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Guidelines

The following lab manual is structured as follows :

• each section corresponds to a theme

• each subsection corresponds to a separate experiment.

The subsections begin with useful formulas and definitions that will be put in practice during the exper-
iments. These are followed by the description of the experiment and by an example of how to realize it
in Matlab.

If you follow the examples literally, you will be able to progress into the lab session without worrying
about the experimental implementation details. If you have ideas for better Matlab implementations,
you are welcome to put them in practice provided you don’t loose too much time : remember that a lab
session is no more than 3 hours long.

The subsections also contain questions that you should think about. Corresponding answers are given
right after, in case of problem. You can read them right after the question, but : the purpose of this lab
is to make you

Think !
If you get lost with some of the questions or some of the explanations, DO ASK the assistants or

the teacher for help : they are here to make the course understood. There is no such thing as a stupid
question, and the only obstacle to knowledge is laziness.

Have a nice lab;
Teacher & Assistants

Before you begin...

If this lab manual has been handed to you as a hardcopy :

1. get the lab package from
ftp.idiap.ch/pub/sacha/labs/Session2.tgz

2. un-archive the package :
% gunzip Session2.tgz

% tar xvf Session2.tar

3. change directory :
% cd session2

4. start Matlab :
% matlab

Then go on with the experiments...

This document was created by : Sacha Krstulović (sacha@idiap.ch).
This document is currently maintained by : Sacha Krstulović (sacha@idiap.ch). Last modification on April 15, 2002.

This document is part of the package Session2.tgz available by ftp as : ftp.idiap.ch/pub/sacha/labs/Session2.tgz .
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1 Preamble

Useful formulas and definitions :

- a Markov chain or process is a sequence of events, usually called states, the probability of each of
which is dependent only on the event immediately preceding it.

- a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) represents stochastic sequences as Markov chains where the states
are not directly observed, but are associated with a probability density function (pdf). The gener-
ation of a random sequence is then the result of a random walk in the chain (i.e. the browsing of
a random sequence of states Q = {q1, · · · qK}) and of a draw (called an emission) at each visit of a
state.

The sequence of states, which is the quantity of interest in speech recognition and in most of the
other pattern recognition problems, can be observed only through the stochastic processes defined
into each state (i.e. you must know the parameters of the pdfs of each state before being able to
associate a sequence of states Q = {q1, · · · qK} to a sequence of observations X = {x1, · · ·xK}).
The true sequence of states is therefore hidden by a first layer of stochastic processes.

HMMs are dynamic models, in the sense that they are specifically designed to account for some
macroscopic structure of the random sequences. In the previous lab, concerned with Gaussian
Statistics and Statistical Pattern Recognition, random sequences of observations were considered
as the result of a series of independent draws in one or several Gaussian densities. To this simple
statistical modeling scheme, HMMs add the specification of some statistical dependence between
the (Gaussian) densities from which the observations are drawn.

- HMM terminology :

– the emission probabilities are the pdfs that characterize each state qi, i.e. p(x|qi). To simplify
the notations, they will be denoted bi(x). For practical reasons, they are usually Gaussian or
combinations of Gaussians, but the states could be parameterized in terms of any other kind
of pdf (including discrete probabilities and artificial neural networks).

– the transition probabilities are the probability to go from a state i to a state j, i.e. P (qj |qi).
They are stored in matrices where each term aij denotes a probability P (qj |qi).

– non-emitting initial and final states : if a random sequence X = {x1, · · ·xK} has a finite
length K, the fact that the sequence begins or ends has to be modeled as two additional
discrete events. In HMMs, this corresponds to the addition of two non-emitting states, the
initial state and the final state. Since their role is just to model the “start” or “end” events,
they are not associated with some emission probabilities.

The transitions starting from the initial state correspond to the modeling of an initial state dis-
tribution P (I |qj), which indicates the probability to start the state sequence with the emitting
state qj .

The final state usually has only one non-null transition that loops onto itself with a probability
of 1 (it is an absorbent state), so that the state sequence gets “trapped” into it when it is
reached.
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1 PREAMBLE

– ergodic versus left-right HMMs : a HMM allowing for transitions from any emitting state to
any other emitting state is called an ergodic HMM. Alternately, an HMM where the transitions
only go from one state to itself or to a unique follower is called a left-right HMM.

Values used throughout the experiments :

The following 2-dimensional Gaussian densities will be used to model simulated vowel observations, where
the considered features are the two first formants :

Density N/a/ : µ/a/ =

[
730

1090

]
Σ/a/ =

[
1625 5300
5300 53300

]

Density N/e/ : µ/e/ =

[
530

1840

]
Σ/e/ =

[
15025 7750
7750 36725

]

Density N/i/ : µ/i/ =

[
270

2290

]
Σ/i/ =

[
2525 1200
1200 36125

]

Density N/o/ : µ/o/ =

[
570
840

]
Σ/o/ =

[
2000 3600
3600 20000

]

Density N/y/ : µ/y/ =

[
440

1020

]
Σ/y/ =

[
8000 8400
8400 18500

]

(Those densities have been used in the previous lab session.) They will be combined into Markov Models
that will be used to model some observation sequences. The resulting HMMs are described in table 1.

The parameters of the densities and of the Markov models are stored in the file data.mat. A Markov
model named, e.g., hmm1 is stored as an object with fields hmm1.means, hmm1.vars and hmm1.trans, and
corresponds to the model HMM1 of table 1. The means fields contains a list of mean vectors; the vars

field contains a list of variance matrices; the trans field contains the transition matrix; e.g to access the
mean of the 3rd state of hmm1, use :
>> hmm1.means{3}
The initial and final states are characterized by an empty mean and variance value.

Preliminary Matlab commands :

Before realizing the experiments, execute the following commands :
>> colordef none; % Set a black background for the figures

>> load data; % Load the experimental data

>> whos % View the loaded variables
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1 PREAMBLE

Emission probabilities Transition matrix Sketch of the model

HMM1 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/a/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/y/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0

0.0 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.0

0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/a/

N/y/

N/i/

0.3

0.30.3
0.3 0.3

0.3

0.3

0.40.4

1.0

0.1

I

F

HMM2 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/a/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/y/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.95 0.025 0.025 0.0

0.0 0.025 0.95 0.025 0.0

0.0 0.02 0.02 0.95 0.01

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/a/

N/y/

N/i/

0.95

0.020.025
0.02

0.025

0.025

0.950.95

1.0

0.01

I

F

0.025

HMM3 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/a/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/y/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/a/

0.5

0.5

N/i/

0.5

I

1.0 0.5

N/y/

0.5

0.5

F

HMM4 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/a/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/y/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/a/

0.95

0.05

N/i/

0.95

I

1.0 0.05

N/y/

0.95

0.05

F

HMM5 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/y/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/a/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/y/

0.95

0.05

N/i/

0.95

I

1.0 0.05

N/a/

0.95

0.05

F

HMM6 :

• state 1: initial state

• state 2: Gaussian N/a/
• state 3: Gaussian N/i/
• state 4: Gaussian N/e/
• state 5: final state




0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95 0.05

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0




N/a/

0.95

0.05

N/i/

0.95

I

1.0 0.05

N/e/

0.95

0.05

F

Table 1: List of the Markov models used in the experiments.
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2 GENERATING SAMPLES FROM HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

2 Generating samples from Hidden Markov Models

Experiment :

Generate a sample X coming from the Hidden Markov Models HMM1, HMM2 and HMM4. Use the
function genhmm (>> help genhmm) to do several draws with each of these models. View the resulting
samples and state sequences with the help of the functions plotseq and plotseq2.

Example :

Do a draw :
>> [X,stateSeq] = genhmm(hmm1);

Use the functions plotseq and plotseq2 to picture the obtained 2-dimensional data. In the resulting
views, the obtained sequences are represented by a yellow line where each point is overlaid with a colored
dot. The different colors indicate the state from which any particular point has been drawn.
>> figure; plotseq(X,stateSeq); % View of both dimensions as separate sequences

This view highlights the notion of sequence of states associated with a sequence of sample points.
>> figure; plotseq2(X,stateSeq,hmm1); % 2D view of the resulting sequence,

% with the location of the Gaussian states

This view highlights the spatial repartition of the sample points.

Draw several new samples with the same parameters and visualize them :
>> clf; [X,stateSeq] = genhmm(hmm1); plotseq(X,stateSeq);

(To be repeated several times.)

Repeat with another model :
>> [X,stateSeq] = genhmm(hmm2);plotseq(X,stateSeq);

and re-iterate the experiment. Also re-iterate with model HMM3.

Questions :

1. How can you verify that a transition matrix is valid ?

2. What is the effect of the different transition matrices on the sequences obtained during the current
experiment ? Hence, what is the role of the transition probabilities in the Markovian modeling
framework ?

3. What would happen if we didn’t have a final state ?

4. In the case of HMMs with plain Gaussian emission probabilities, what quantities should be present
in the complete parameter set Θ that specifies a particular model ?

If the model is ergodic with N states (including the initial and final), and represents data of
dimension D, what is the total number of parameters in Θ ?

5. Which type of HMM (ergodic or left-right) would you use to model words ?

Answers :

1.Inatransitionmatrix,theelementofrowiandcolumnjspecifiestheprobabilitytogofromstatei
tostatej.Hence,thevaluesonrowispecifytheprobabilityofallthepossibletransitionsthatstart
fromstatei.Thissetoftransitionsmustbeacompletesetofdiscreteevents.Hence,thetermsof
thei

th
rowofthematrixmustsumupto1.Similarly,thesumofalltheelementsofthematrixis

equaltothenumberofstatesintheHMM.

(Answerscontinueonthenextpage...)
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2 GENERATING SAMPLES FROM HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

Answers (continued) :

2.ThetransitionmatrixofHMM1indicatesthattheprobabilityofstayinginaparticularstateisclose
totheprobabilityoftransitingtoanotherstate.Hence,itallowsforfrequentjumpsfromonestate
toanyotherstate.Theobservationvariablethereforefrequentlyjumpsfromone“phoneme”toany
other,formingsharplychangingsequenceslike/a,i,a,y,y,i,a,y,y,···/.

Alternately,thetransitionmatrixofHMM2specifieshighprobabilitiesofstayinginaparticular
state.Hence,itallowsformore“stable”sequences,like/a,a,a,y,y,y,i,i,i,i,i,y,y,···/.

Finally,thetransitionmatrixofHMM4alsorulestheorderinwhichthestatesarebrowsed:
thegivenprobabilitiesforcetheobservationvariabletogothrough/a/,thentogothrough/i/,and
finallytostayin/y/,e.g./a,a,a,a,i,i,i,y,y,y,y,···/.

Hence,theroleofthetransitionprobabilitiesistointroduceatemporal(orspatial)structurein
themodelingofrandomsequences.

Furthermore,theobtainedsequenceshavevariablelengths:thetransitionprobabilitiesimplicitly
modelavariabilityinthedurationofthesequences.Asamatteroffact,differentspeakersor
differentspeakingconditionsintroduceavariabilityinthephonemeorworddurations.Inthis
respect,HMMsareparticularlywelladaptedtospeechmodeling.

3.Ifwedidn’thaveafinalstate,theobservationvariablewouldwanderfromstatetostateindefinitely,
andthemodelwouldnecessarilycorrespondtosequencesofinfinitelength.

4.InthecaseofHMMswithGaussianemissionprobabilities,theparametersetΘcomprises:

•thetransitionprobabilitiesaij;

•theparametersoftheGaussiandensitiescharacterizingeachstate,i.e.themeansµiandthe
variancesΣi.

Theinitialstatedistributionissometimesmodeledasanadditionalparameterinsteadofbeing
representedinthetransitionmatrix.

InthecaseofanergodicHMMwithNemittingstatesandGaussianemissionprobabilities,we
have:

•(N−2)×(N−2)transitions,plus(N−2)initialstateprobabilitiesand(N−2)probabilities
togotothefinalstate;

•(N−2)emittingstateswhereeachpdfischaracterizedbyaDdimensionalmeanandaD×D
covariancematrix.

Hence,inthiscase,thetotalnumberofparametersis(N−2)×(N+D×(D+1)).Notethatthis
numbergrowsexponentiallywiththenumberofstatesandthedimensionofthedata.

5.Wordsaremadeoforderedsequencesofphonemes:/h/isfollowedby/e/andthenby/l/inthe
word“hello”.Eachphonemecaninturnbeconsideredasaparticularrandomprocess(possibly
Gaussian).Thisstructurecanbeadequatelymodeledbyaleft-rightHMM.

In“realworld”speechrecognition,thephonemethemselvesareoftenmodeledasleft-rightHMMs
ratherthanplainGaussiandensities(e.g.tomodelseparatelytheattack,thenthestablepartof
thephonemeandfinallythe“end”ofit).WordsarethenrepresentedbylargeHMMsmadeof
concatenationsofsmallerphoneticHMMs.
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3 PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH HMMS

3 Pattern recognition with HMMs

3.1 Likelihood of a sequence given a HMM

In section 2, we have generated some stochastic observation sequences from various HMMs. Now, it is
useful to study the reverse problem, namely : given a new observation sequence and a set of models,
which model explains best the sequence, or in other terms which model gives the highest likelihood to
the data ?

To solve this problem, it is necessary to compute p(X |Θ), i.e. the likelihood of an observation sequence
given a model.

Useful formulas and definitions :

- Probability of a state sequence : the probability of a state sequence Q = {q1, · · · , qT } coming from a
HMM with parameters Θ corresponds to the product of the transition probabilities from one state
to the following :

P (Q|Θ) =
T−1∏

t=1

at,t+1 = a1,2 · a2,3 · · ·aT−1,T

- Likelihood of an observation sequence given a state sequence, or likelihood of an observation sequence
along a single path : given an observation sequence X = {x1, x2, · · · , xT } and a state sequence
Q = {q1, · · · , qT } (of the same length) determined from a HMM with parameters Θ, the likelihood
of X along the path Q is equal to :

p(X |Q,Θ) =

T∏

i=1

p(xi|qi,Θ) = b1(x1) · b2(x2) · · · bT (xT )

i.e. it is the product of the emission probabilities computed along the considered path.

In the previous lab, we had learned how to compute the likelihood of a single observation with
respect to a Gaussian model. This method can be applied here, for each term xi, if the states
contain Gaussian pdfs.

- Joint likelihood of an observation sequence X and a path Q : it consists in the probability that
X and Q occur simultaneously, p(X,Q|Θ), and decomposes into a product of the two quantities
defined previously :

p(X,Q|Θ) = p(X |Q,Θ)P (Q|Θ) (Bayes)

- Likelihood of a sequence with respect to a HMM : the likelihood of an observation sequence X =
{x1, x2, · · · , xT } with respect to a Hidden Markov Model with parameters Θ expands as follows :

p(X |Θ) =
∑

every possible Q

p(X,Q|Θ)

i.e. it is the sum of the joint likelihoods of the sequence over all possible state sequence allowed by
the model.

- the forward recursion : in practice, the enumeration of every possible state sequence is infeasible.
Nevertheless, p(X |Θ) can be computed in a recursive way by the forward recursion. This algorithm
defines a forward variable αt(i) corresponding to :

αt(i) = p(x1, x2, · · ·xt, qt = qi|Θ)

i.e. αt(i) is the probability of having observed the partial sequence {x1, x2, · · · , xt} and being in
the state i at time t (event denoted qti in the course), given the parameters Θ. For a HMM with 5
states (where states 1 and N are the non-emitting initial and final states, and states 2 · · ·N − 1 are
emitting), αt(i) can be computed recursively as follows :

6



3 PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH HMMS 3.1 Likelihood of a sequence given a HMM

The Forward Recursion

1. Initialization

α1(i) = a1i · bi(x1), 2 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

where a1i are the transitions from the initial non-emitting state to the emitting states with pdfs
bi, i=2···N−1(x). Note that b1(x) and bNx do not exist since they correspond to the non-emitting
initial and final states.

2. Recursion

αt+1(j) =

[
N−1∑

i=2

αt(i) · aij
]
bj(xt+1),

1 ≤ t ≤ T
2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

3. Termination

p(X |Θ) =

[
N−1∑

i=2

αT (i) · aiN
]

i.e. at the end of the observation sequence, sum the probabilities of the paths converging to
the final state (state number N).

(For more detail about the forward procedure, refer to [RJ93], chap.6.4.1).

This procedure raises a very important implementation issue. As a matter of fact, the computation
of the αt vector consists in products of a large number of values that are less than 1 (in general, sig-
nificantly less than 1). Hence, after a few observations (t ≈ 10), the values of αt head exponentially
to 0, and the floating point arithmetic precision is exceeded (even in the case of double precision
arithmetics). Two solutions exist for that problem. One consists in scaling the values and undo the
scaling at the end of the procedure : see [RJ93] for more explanations. The other solution consists
in using log-likelihoods and log-probabilities, and to compute log p(X |Θ) instead of p(X |Θ).

Questions :

1. The following formula can be used to compute the log of a sum given the logs of the sum’s arguments :

log(a+ b) = f(log a, log b) = log a+ log
(

1 + e(log b−log a)
)

Demonstrate its validity.

Naturally, one has the choice between using log(a+b) = log a+log
(
1 + e(log b−log a)

)
or log(a+b) =

log b+ log
(
1 + e(log a−log b)

)
, which are equivalent in theory. If log a > log b, which version leads to

the most precise implementation ?

2. Express the log version of the forward recursion. (Don’t fully develop the log of the sum in the

recursion step, just call it “logsum” :
∑N

i=1 xi
log7−→ logsumN

i=1(logxi).) In addition to the arithmetic
precision issues, what are the other computational advantages of the log version ?
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3.2 Bayesian classification 3 PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH HMMS

Answers :

1.Demonstration:a=e
loga

;b=e
logb

a+b=e
loga

+e
logb

=e
loga(

1+e
(logb−loga))

log(a+b)=loga+log
(

1+e
(logb−loga))

QED.

Thecomputationoftheexponentialoverflowsthedoubleprecisionarithmeticsforbigvalues(≈700)
earlierthanforsmallvalues.Similarly,theimplementationsoftheexponentialoperationaregener-
allymorepreciseforsmallvaluesthanforbigvalues(sinceanerrorontheinputtermisexponen-
tiallyamplified).Hence,ifloga>logb,thefirstversion(log(a+b)=loga+log

(
1+e

(logb−loga))
)

ismoreprecisesinceinthiscase(logb−loga)issmall.Ifloga<logb,itisbettertoswapthe
terms(i.e.tousethesecondversion).

2.(a)Initialization

α
(log)
1(i)=loga1i+logbi(x1),2≤i≤N−1

(b)Recursion

α
(log)
t+1(j)=

[
logsum

N−1
i=2

(
α

(log)
t(i)+logaij

)]
+logbj(xt+1),

1≤t≤T
2≤j≤N−1

(c)Termination

logp(X|Θ)=
[
logsum

N−1
i=2

(
α

(log)
T(i)+logaiN

)]

Inadditiontotheprecisionissues,thisversiontransformstheproductsintosums,whichismore
computationallyefficient.Furthermore,iftheemissionprobabilitiesareGaussians,thecomputation
ofthelog-likelihoodslog(bj(xt))eliminatesthecomputationoftheGaussians’exponential(seelab
session4).

Thesetwopointsjustshowyouthatoncethetheoreticbarrieriscrossedinthestudyofaparticular
statisticalmodel,theimportanceoftheimplementationissuesmustnotbeneglected.

3.2 Bayesian classification

Question :

The forward recursion allows us to compute the likelihood of an observation sequence with respect to
a HMM. Hence, given a sequence of features, we are able to find the most likely generative model in a
Maximum Likelihood sense. What additional quantities and assumptions do we need to perform a true
Bayesian classification rather than a Maximum Likelihood classification of the sequences ?

Which additional condition makes the result of Bayesian classification equivalent to the result of ML
classification ?

Answer :

ToperformaBayesianclassification,weneedthepriorprobabilitiesP(Θi|Θ)ofeachmodel.Inaddition,
wecanassumethatalltheobservationsequencesareequi-probable:

P(Θi|X,Θ)=
p(X|Θi,Θ)P(Θi|Θ)

P(X|Θ)

∝p(X|Θi)P(Θi)

P(Θi)canbedeterminedbycountingtheprobabilityofoccurrenceofeachmodel(wordorphoneme)ina
databasecoveringthevocabularytorecognize(seelabsession4).

Ifeverymodelhasthesamepriorprobability,thenBayesianclassificationbecomesequivalenttoML
classification.
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3 PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH HMMS 3.3 Maximum Likelihood classification

3.3 Maximum Likelihood classification

In practice, for speech recognition, it is very often assumed that all the model priors are equal (i.e.
that the words or phonemes to recognize have equal probabilities of occurring in the observed speech).
Hence, the speech recognition task consists mostly in performing the Maximum Likelihood classification
of acoustic feature sequences. For that purpose, we must have of a set of HMMs that model the acoustic
sequences corresponding to a set of phonemes or a set of words. These models can be considered as
“stochastic templates”. Then, we associate a new sequence to the most likely generative model. This
part is called the decoding of the acoustic feature sequences.

Experiment :

Classify the sequences X1, X2, · · ·X6, given in the file data.mat, in a maximum likelihood sense with
respect to the six Markov models given in table 1. Use the function logfwd to compute the log-forward
recursion expressed in the previous section. Store the results in a matrix (they will be used in the next
section) and note them in the table below.

Example :

>> plot(X1(:,1),X1(:,2));

>> logProb(1,1) = logfwd(X1,hmm1)

>> logProb(1,2) = logfwd(X1,hmm2)

etc.
>> logProb(3,2) = logfwd(X3,hmm2)

etc.

Filling the logProb matrix can be done automatically with the help of loops :

>> for i=1:6,

for j=1:6,

stri = num2str(i);

strj = num2str(j);

eval([ ’logProb(’ , stri , ’,’ , strj , ’)=logfwd(X’ , stri , ’,hmm’ , strj , ’);’ ]);

end;

end;

>> logProb

Sequence log p(X|Θ1) log p(X|Θ2) log p(X|Θ3) log p(X|Θ4) log p(X|Θ5) log p(X|Θ6)
Most likely
model

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Answer :

X1→HMM1,X2→HMM3,X3→HMM5,X4→HMM4,X5→HMM6,X6→HMM2.
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4 OPTIMAL STATE SEQUENCE

4 Optimal state sequence

Useful formulas and definitions :

In speech recognition and several other pattern recognition applications, it is useful to associate an
“optimal” sequence of states to a sequence of observations, given the parameters of a model. For instance,
in the case of speech recognition, knowing which frames of features “belong” to which state allows to
locate the word boundaries across time. This is called the alignment of acoustic feature sequences.

A “reasonable” optimality criterion consists in choosing the state sequence (or path) that brings a
maximum likelihood with respect to a given model. This sequence can be determined recursively via the
Viterbi algorithm. This algorithm makes use of two variables :

• the highest likelihood δt(i) along a single path among all the paths ending in state i at time t :

δt(i) = max
q1,q2,··· ,qt−1

p(q1, q2, · · · , qt−1, q
t = qi, x1, x2, · · ·xt|Θ)

• a variable ψt(i) which allows to keep track of the “best path” ending in state i at time t :

ψt(i) = arg max
q1,q2,··· ,qt−1

p(q1, q2, · · · , qt−1, q
t = qi, x1, x2, · · ·xt|Θ)

Note that these variables are vectors of (N − 2) elements, (N − 2) being the number of emitting states.
With the help of these variables, the algorithm takes the following steps :

The Viterbi Algorithm

1. Initialization

δ1(i) = a1i · bi(x1), 2 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

ψ1(i) = 0

where, again, a1i are the transitions from the initial non-emitting state to the emitting states with
pdfs bi, i=2···N−1(x), and where b1(x) and bNx do not exist since they correspond to the non-emitting
initial and final states.

2. Recursion

δt+1(j) = max
2≤i≤N−1

[δt(i) · aij ] · bj(xt+1),
1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1
2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

ψt+1 = arg max
2≤i≤N−1

[δt(i) · aij ] , 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1
2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

“Optimal policy is composed of optimal sub-policies” : find the path that leads to a maximum likeli-
hood considering the best likelihood at the previous step and the transitions from it; then multiply
by the current likelihood given the current state. Hence, the best path is found by induction.

3. Termination

p∗(X |Θ) = max
2≤i≤N−1

[δT (i) · aiN ]

q∗T = arg max
2≤i≤N−1

[δT (i) · aiN ]

Find the best likelihood when the end of the observation sequence is reached, given that the final
state is the non-emitting state N .

4. Backtracking

Q∗ = {q∗1 , · · · , q∗T } so that q∗t = ψt+1(q∗t+1), t = T − 1, T − 2, · · · , 1

Read (decode) the best sequence of states from the ψt vectors.
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4 OPTIMAL STATE SEQUENCE

Hence, the Viterbi algorithm delivers two useful results, given an observation sequence X = {x1, · · · , xT }
and a model Θ :

• the selection, among all the possible paths in the considered model, of the best path Q∗ = {q∗1 , · · · , q∗T },
which corresponds to the state sequence giving a maximum of likelihood to the observation se-
quence X ;

• the likelihood along the best path, p(X,Q∗|Θ) = p∗(X |Θ). As opposed to the the forward procedure,
where all the possible paths are considered, the Viterbi computes a likelihood along the best path
only.

(For more detail about the Viterbi algorithm, refer to [RJ93], chap.6.4.1).

Questions :

1. From an algorithmic point of view, what is the main difference between the computation of the δ
variable in the Viterbi algorithm and that of the α variable in the forward procedure ?

2. Give the log version of the Viterbi algorithm.

Answers :

1.Thesumsthatwereappearinginthecomputationofαbecomemaxoperationsinthecomputation
ofδ.Hence,theViterbiproceduretakeslesscomputationalpowerthantheforwardrecursion.

2.(a)Initialization

δ
(log)
1(i)=loga1i+logbi(x1),2≤i≤N−1

ψ1(i)=0

(b)Recursion

δ
(log)
t+1(j)=max

2≤i≤N−1

[
δ

(log)
t(i)+logaij

]
+logbj(xt+1),

1≤t≤T−1
2≤j≤N−1

ψt+1=argmax
2≤i≤N−1

[
δ

(log)
t(i)+logaij

]
,

1≤t≤T−1
2≤j≤N−1

(c)Termination

logp∗(X|Θ)=max
2≤i≤N−1

[
δ

(log)
T(i)+logaiN

]

q∗
T=argmax

2≤i≤N−1

[
δ

(log)
T(i)+logaiN

]

(d)Backtracking

Q∗={q∗1,···,q∗T}sothatq∗
t=ψt+1(q∗

t+1)t=T−1,T−2,···,1

Inthisversion,thelogsumoperation(involvingthecomputationofanexponential)isavoided,
alleviatingevenfurtherthecomputationalload.

Experiments :

1. Use the function logvit to find the best path of the sequences X1, · · ·X6 with respect to the
most likely model found in section 3.3 (i.e. X1: HMM1, X2: HMM3, X3: HMM5, X4: HMM4,
X5: HMM6 and X6: HMM2). Compare with the state sequences ST1, · · ·ST6 originally used to
generate X1, · · ·X6 (use the function compseq, which provides a view of the first dimension of the
observations as a time series, and allows to compare the original alignment to the Viterbi solution).
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2. Use the function logvit to compute the probabilities of the sequences X1, · · ·X6 along the best
paths with respect to each model Θ1, · · ·Θ6. Note your results below. Compare with the log-
likelihoods obtained in the section 3.3 with the forward procedure.

Examples :

1. Best paths and comparison with the original paths :
>> figure;

>> [STbest,bestProb] = logvit(X1,hmm1); compseq(X1,ST1,STbest);

>> [STbest,bestProb] = logvit(X2,hmm3); compseq(X2,ST2,STbest);

Repeat for the remaining sequences.

2. Probabilities along the best paths for all the models :
>> [STbest,bestProb(1,1)] = logvit(X1,hmm1);

>> [STbest,bestProb(1,2)] = logvit(X1,hmm2);

etc.
>> [STbest,bestProb(3,2)] = logvit(X3,hmm2);

etc. (You can also use loops here.)

To compare with the complete log-likelihood, issued by the forward recurrence :
>> diffProb = logProb - bestProb

Likelihoods along the best path :

Sequence log p∗(X|Θ1) log p∗(X|Θ2) log p∗(X|Θ3) log p∗(X|Θ4) log p∗(X|Θ5) log p∗(X|Θ6)
Most likely
model

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Difference between log-likelihoods and likelihoods along the best path :

Sequence HMM1 HMM2 HMM3 HMM4 HMM5 HMM6

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Question :

Is the likelihood along the best path a good approximation of the real likelihood of a sequence given a
model ?

Answer :

Thevaluesfoundforbothlikelihoodsdifferwithinanacceptableerrormargin.Furthermore,usingthe
bestpathlikelihooddoesnot,inmostpracticalcases,modifytheclassificationresults.Finally,italleviates
furtherthecomputationalloadsinceitreplacesthesumorthelogsumbyamaxintherecursivepartof
theprocedure.Hence,thelikelihoodalongthebestpathcanbeconsideredasagoodapproximationofthe
truelikelihood.
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5 Training of HMMs

Decoding or aligning acoustic feature sequences requires the prior specification of the parameters of some
HMMs. As explained in section 3.3, these models have the role of stochastic templates to which we
compare the observations. But how to determine templates that represent efficiently the phonemes or
the words that we want to model ? The solution is to estimate the parameters of the HMMs from a
database containing observation sequences, in a supervised or an unsupervised way.

Questions :

In the previous lab session, we have learned how to estimate the parameters of Gaussian pdfs given a set
of training data. Suppose that you have a database containing several utterances of the imaginary word
/aiy/, and that you want to train a HMM for this word. Suppose also that this database comes with a
labeling of the data, i.e. some data structures that tell you where are the phoneme boundaries for each
instance of the word.

1. Which model architecture (ergodic or left-right) would you choose ? With how many states ?
Justify your choice.

2. How would you compute the parameters of the proposed HMM ?

3. Suppose you didn’t have the phonetic labeling (unsupervised training). Propose a recursive proce-
dure to train the model, making use of one of the algorithms studied during the present session.

Answers :

1.Itcanbeassumedthattheobservationsequencesassociatedwitheachdistinctphonemeobeyspecific
densitiesofprobability.Asinthepreviouslab,thismeansthatthephoneticclassesareassumed
tobeseparablebyGaussianclassifiers.Hence,theword/aiy/canbeassimilatedtotheresultof
drawingsamplesfromthepdfN/a/,thentransitingtoN/i/anddrawingsamplesagain,andfinally
transitingtoN/y/anddrawingsamples.Itsoundsthereforereasonabletomodeltheword/aiy/by
aleft-rightHMMwiththreeemittingstates.

2.Ifweknowthephoneticboundariesforeachinstance,weknowtowhichstatebelongseachtraining
observation,andwecangivealabel(/a/,/i/or/y/)toeachfeaturevector.Hence,wecanusethe
meanandvarianceestimatorsstudiedinthepreviouslabtocomputetheparametersoftheGaussian
densityassociatedwitheachstate(oreachlabel).

Byknowingthelabels,wecanalsocountthetransitionsfromonestatetothefollowing(itselfor
anotherstate).Bydividingthetransitionsthatstartfromastatebythetotalnumberoftransitions
fromthisstate,wecandeterminethetransitionmatrix.

3.TheViterbiprocedureallowstodistributesomelabelsonasequenceoffeatures.Hence,itispossible
toperformunsupervisedtraininginthefollowingway:

(a)Startwithsomearbitrarystatesequences,whichconstituteaninitiallabeling.(Theinitial
sequencesareusuallymadeofevendistributionsofphoneticlabelsalongthelengthofeach
utterance.)

(b)Updatethemodel,relyingonthecurrentlabeling.

(c)UsetheViterbialgorithmtore-distributesomelabelsonthetrainingexamples.

(d)Ifthenewdistributionoflabelsdiffersfromthepreviousone,re-iterate(goto(b)).Onecan
alsostopwhentheevolutionofthelikelihoodofthetrainingdatabecomesasymptotictoa
higherbound.

TheprincipleofthisalgorithmissimilartotheViterbi-EM,usedtotraintheGaussiansduring
thepreviouslab.Similarly,thereexistsa“soft”version,calledtheBaum-Welchalgorithm,where
eachstateparticipatestothelabelingofthefeatureframes(thisversionusestheforwardrecursion
insteadoftheViterbi).TheBaum-WelchalgorithmisanEMalgorithmspecificallyadaptedtothe
trainingofHMMs(see[RJ93]fordetails),andisoneofthemostwidelyusedtrainingalgorithms
in“realworld”speechrecognition.
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After the lab...

This lab manual can be kept as additional course material. If you want to browse the experiments again,
you can use the script :
>> lab2demo

which will automatically redo all the computation and plots for you.
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